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SIlMMARY
An investifiation has been conducted in the Lanqley 7- by lO-foot tunnel to
determine the influence of an optimized leading-edge deflection on the low-speed
aerodynamic perfo)._mance of a confi,guration with. a low-aspect-ratio, highly swept
winq. Tests have also been conducted to determine the sensitivity of the
lateral-stability derivative (CZ_]) to geometric anhedral.
The optimized leading-edge deflection was developed by aligning the leading
edge with the incoming flow along, the entire span.. Owing to the spanwise varia.-
t.ion of upwash, the resulting optimized .leading_ edge was a smooth, continuous.ly
warped surface for which the deflection varied from 16o at the side of body to-
50o at the wing tip. For the particular configuration studied, lev.els of
leading,edge suction on the order o.f 90 I_ercent were achieved with the smooth,
continuously warped leading-edge contour.. Attempts to approximate this smooth
contour by a series of discrete deflections of a multi-segmented.leadina-edqe
system resulted in subs.tantial increments in drag; The draq increments, int.ro-
duced by the surface discontinuities of the multi-segmented system, markedly
reduced the aerodynamic perform, ance.
Deflecting the leadinq edqe was found to provide a favorable reduction
in the inherently high level of CZ#. Comparison of'experimental results with
simple theoretical estimates of (_CZR/DCL shows that excellent correlation
h
_.-.. exists for conditions of attached flow._ Furthermore, the results of tests con-
... ducted to determine the sensitivity of CZR to geometric anhedral indicate
values of OCz/j/DI" which are in reasonable _ aqreement with estimates provided hy
simple vortex'lattice theories. i
"1INTRODUCTr_NThe National Aeronautics and Space Administration is currently_), investiqating the aerodynamic characteristics of advanced aircraft concepts
which are capable of cruisinq efficiently at supersonic speeds, These conceo-
tual desifins are representative of future generation commercial and military
vehicles and incorporate win_l sweeps o)i the order of 70o to tqO°. (See, for
example, refs. 1 and 2.) Unfortunately, owinq to the high winq sweeps, su_:h
configurations have traditionally exhibited unacceptable low-speed charac-
teristics. The most Simnificant of these unacceptable characteristics beina
deficiencies in low-speed perFormance and excessively hi qh levels of effective
dihedral (C_R). The present investination is part of the Swept-Wing Aerodynamic
t_
Technoloqv (SWAT) effort. This effort is intended to yield fundamental infor-
mation necessary to provide highly swept-winq desiqns with acceptable low-speed
characteristics.
Previous low-speed studies with a confiquration having the se.mewing
_leometry as the present model are reported in references 3 to 6. The present
study was specifically intended to: (I) provide an assessment of the aerodynamic
i performance benefits which could be achieved with a suitably optimized leading
edqe; and (2) determine the sensitivity of the lateral-stability derivative
(C2B) to geometric anhedral.
I The tests were conducted in the Langley.7- by lO-foot tunnel over an angle-
of-attack ranqe f.rom about -60 to 15o for sideslip anqles of 0o and +50. The
tests were conducted at a Reynolds number (based on the wino mean ae-rodynamic
chord) of about 2.8 x 106, ,
SYMBOLS
The longitudinal data are referred to the stability system of axes, and the
lateral-directional data are referred to the body system of axes as illustmated
in figure I. The moment refm:ence center for the tests was located at 59.166
percent of the winq-reference mean aerodynamic chord. The wing-reference area
and reference mean aerodynamic chord are based on the wing planform which results
from extending the inboard (74o) leading-edge sweep anqle and the outboard
(41.457o) trailing-edge sweep anqle to the model center line. (See fig. 2.)
The dimensional quantities herein are given in both the International
System of Units (ST) and the U.S. Customary Units.
_ Afu s fuselage cross-sectional area, m2 (ft 2)
::. AR aspect ratio
i-- b winq span, m (ft)
CD drag coefficient, Draq/qSre f
. CDi induced drag coefficient
,- CDmin minimum draq coefficient
i!i draa coefficient of equ]valent configuration without twist and camber
CDsym at zero lift
CL lift coefficient, Lift/nSre f
f.-
'h
_},, C rolling-moment coefficient, Rollinn mnment/aSrefb
Cm pi,tchiml-moment coefficient, Pitchina moment/qSref_
Cn yawing-moment coefficient, Vawinn moment/nSrefb
Cy side-force coefficient, Side force/qSre f
reference mean aerodynamic chord, m (ft) 1
I
2
1
k '
q free-stream dynamic pressure, Pa (Ibf/ft 2)
S leadinfl-edqe suctic, n parameter
Sref reference winq area, m2 (ft2) -
X,Y,Z body axis coordinates.
m
Xfus fuselage body station, oriqin at nose, positive rearward, m (ft)
c_ angle of attack, deq
13. angle, of sideslip, deq
I" increment in geometric anhedral, relative to the basic wing geometry,
at span station y,. deg
1"1,1"2 increment in geometric anhedral, relative to the basic wing geometry,
at .span stations Yl and Y2,.respectively., deg (see fig, 2(a)).
6L.E, leading-edge deflection, positive when leadin.q edge is down,, deg
_. upwash angle, deg
X-Y projection of the included angle between the local flow direction
". at the leading edge and a ray normal to. the leading-edge hinge line,
;. deg (see fig. I)
Derivatives:
CL_ : 3CL/_, per denree
C_.B= _C_/_, per denree
Crib = _Gn/_6, per de.nree
__ : _Gy/8_ per degreeCYB
{'. MODEL
4_" . a
..- The dimensional characteristics of the model used in the present study are
r:,, listed in table l and shown in fi(lures 2 and 3. The wing geometry is in confor-
mance with the cruise shape geometry defined in reference 7. A photo0raph of
the model in.the Langley 7- by lO-foot tunnel is presented in figure 4.
Previous studies with confinurations havin_ the same wing geometry as the
I present model are reported in references 3 through 6. The _resent study was
intended to..address generic problems associated with himhly swe_t winms;
I
L
consequently,tI_ model did not incorporateeither nacellesorian aft fuselaqe.
The model-did,however,.incorporatea multi-senmentedl_.adinqedfiewhich
permittedcontinuouslyvariabledeflectionsfrom 0o to 600 about tile70.6Lq8o
i .)I . • , • .swel_ hinqe line (See fiq 2,) This particularhinne line was selected,to
allow a directcomparisonwith resuli:sfrom reference5.. The model further
incmrporatedanhedralbreaks at span stations Y/b/2 = (I_234 and 0.736 which
permittedthe inclusionof additionalgeometricanhedral]
TESTS AND COP,RECTIONS
The in.vestioationwas conductedin the Lan,nley7- by.lO-foothi.Qh-speed
tunnel.. (Seeref. 8 for adescription,of the tunnel.) Forces and moments
were measuredwith a standardsix-componentstrain-(_anebalancemounted inter-
.;alto the2mode1. The tests were conductedat a dynamicpressu_;eof 1436.4Pa(30 Ibf/ft-). Thfs value of dynamicpressureresultedin a Reynoldsnumber
(based on,the wing mean aerodynamicchord) of 2.8 x lO6 at a corresponding
Mach numberof 0.14. The anqle of attackranged from about -60 to 15o for
sideslipanglesof 0o_and +50. Both angle of attackand sidesliph.avebeen
correctedfor the effecto-_sting and balancebendingunder aerodynamicload.
The data have been correctedfor ,iet-boundaryand blockaaeeffectsusing
the methodsoutlinedin reference9 and lO, respectively. Baiancechamber
pressureand model base pressurewere measured and the draq measurements
adjustedto correspondto conditionsof free-streamstaticpressureactinq
_ over the base of the model.
=.: In accordance with the method of reference II, 0.16 cm (0.0625 in.) widetransition strins of no. 70 carborlindunl _-,alns were placed 3.81 cm (1.5 ino)
aft of the leadinn edqes of the win_ and outboard vertical tails. Similarly,
no. 80 carborundum nrains were placed 3.,_I cm (1.5 in.) aft of the model nose.
PRESENTATIONOF RESIII.TS
A run schedule and tabular list inn _f daIa are provided in the data
supplement at the end of this repot't. The results and discussio;_ are pre-
sented in accordance with the followin,:_ _uLlire:
Pane Fiaure
Lonqitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
"' Confif_urationwith undeflectedlendinqeclfle............5 ..........5-6
Effect of leadinq-edaedeflection......................5 .........7-16
Lateral-directionalcharacteristics
I Configurationwith undeflectedleadinqed(le............9 ......... 17
Effect of leadin_ledqe deflection.......................9 .........18-19
Effect of geometricanhedral...........................lO .........20-22
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RESULTS.AN[) I_ISCUSSION t_ _OR QII/_I ,*_,
Tile pre._ent study was intended-to address generic problems associated
with highly swept wings; therefore, the model did not incorporate either
nacelles or an aft fuselage. In order to provide some insight into the
possible effects such configuration com,_onentsmay have on absoluate quan-
tities, suitable comparisons are made (where possible) witt_ data obtained for
a model whicli had the same wing geometry, but included both underw.ing nacelles
and an aft fuselage (see ref. 5). It should, be-noted, however, that in-addi-
tion to the obvious nacelle and aft fuselage differences, the model of.
reference 5 incorporated a fuselage with a different cross-sectional area
distribution (see fig. 3). In as much as the fuselages of both the present
model and the model of reference 5 had the.same centroidal axis, the dif-
ference in cross-sectional area also results in.a difference in wing-body
intersection.
LongitudinalAerodynamicCharacteristics
Configurationwith undeflectedleadingedge.- Figure5 presentsthe
longitudinalaerodynamiccharacteristicsfor the presentconfigurationwith
undeflectedleadingedges (6L.E.= 0). A.tlow angles of attack ((Y< 2o), the
lift and pitching-momentcoefficientsare seen to be fairly linear. The lift-
curve slope and neutralpoint are evaluatedto be 0.037 deg"z and 0.5505_,
respectivelyand are in reasonableagreementwith the theoreticallypredicted
values (0.036and 0.5312 _) discussedin reference6 For angles of attack
from about2o to 40, the flow over the main wing paneIsremainswell attached;
however,previousstudies(see ref. 5), using smoke-flowvisualizationhave
: indicated the existence of a tightly wound vortex formed close to the surface
_ along the leading edge of the outboard wing panel. As might be anticipated,
_-_ the existenceof this tightlywound vortex is found to be accompaniedby a
small increasein longitudinalstability. At anglesof attackgreaterthan
=" (Y= 4°, the data indicate the existence of a vortex-lift increment and a
corresponding pitch-up tendency. This result is attributed to the simulta-
neous formation of classical wing-apex vortices and to the separation of the
tightly wound vortex from the outboard wing panel.
Figure 6 presents a comparison of the data of figure 5 with the
corresponding data from _:eference 5. The data of reference 5 exhibit trends
which are identical to those of the present model, flowever, the geometric
_"- differences result in differences in the quantative values. Obviousl.y, thelower value of drag exhibited by the present model results from the reduced
- skin-friction and interference drag associated with the omission of the aft
fuselage and underwing nacelles. The negative increment in the pitching
_" moment of the present model is attributed to the omission of the down-loaded
K', aft fuselage(see ref. 5). The differencein the vortex-liftincrementfor
the two configLmationsis not well understood. However,this difference
probablyarisesfrom the differencein the wing-bodyintersectionwhich may
affect the formation of the wing-apex vortices.
Effect of lead_ing-edge deflection., Figure 7 presents the longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics for the configuration with a uniform 300
deflection of the entire leading edge (see fig. 2). As has been shown in
5
reference5, this leading-edgedeflectionresults in fairlywell attachedflow
for angles of attackfrom about0° to no. For angles of attackgreaterthan
8o,.flow-visualizationstudies._howthe onset of a classicalleading-edgevor-
tex separationoriginatingat about the mid-pointof the wing semispan, It
I should also be noted, that at very low an_les of attack (n,< 0o)_ deflectingthe leading edges, apparently• results in flow sep r tion on the low r wi
surfacesas evidencedby the nonl_inearityin CL versus _. Figure 7 also 'Ipresentsthe longitudinalaerodynamicdata from reference5 for the comparable
(SL.E.: 30o) condition• As.can be _een, the difference_in data for the pre-
sent tests and.reference5 are generallysimilarto those previouslydiscussed
for the 6L.E. = O° condition. As expected,with the leadingedges deflected
to suppress the leading-edge vortices, excellent agreement in CL versus _ is _.
obtained over the angle-of-attack range tested. !
Figure 8 providesa comparisonof the data_forthe conditionsof
, 6L.E. : 0° and 30o. As has been noted in reference 5, deflecting the wing
leading edges to eliminate the. vortex fiow reduces the undesirable vortex
induced pitch, up tendency and also reduces the vortex related drag. In order
I to permit a quantative evaluation of the performance improvement achieved by
leading-edgedeflection,figure8 also presentsthe theoreticalpolars 1
correspondingto the.conditionsof: (l.)minimum,induceddrag (lO0-percent I
leading-edgesuction)and (2) full leading-edgeseparationwith no subsequent
flow attachment (O-percent leading-edge suction). These conditions aredefined herein as
,: CD = CDsym + CL2/_AR (I)
and
. CD = CDsym + CL tan (CL/CL_) (2)
It shouldbe noted that equations(I) and (2) are, of course,valid only for
symmetricwings with no twist or camber and are presentedherein solelyto
permit the aerodynamicperformance.(achievedby the variousleading-edge
treatments)to be quantified. This is accomplishedby introducingthe
leading-edgesuctionparameter S (see ref. !2 for a comprehensivediscussion
L_: of leading-edge suction) defined herein as i
S = CD -[CDsvm + CL tan (CL/CL_)]
CLZ/AR-- Ck tan (CL/CL_) (3)
It shouldbe noted than in equations(_) and (3), the quantityC_ tan (CL/CL_)
has been used in place of the more customaryCL tan_. (See ref.'12.) This
.,_ presentnotationhas been introducedto insurea common basis for comparison
of leading-edgesuctionfor the variousleading-edgetreatments. The value of
' has been estimatedfor the presentmodel tests using the relationshipCDs_
CL2l
+ @CDmin _ |S
COsym = CDmin .... An " O_iGl_ Qu (4)pO0_
Evaluation of equation (4) yields CDs m : 0.0096. The value of CL_ has been
i determined experimentally (for the linear region, of CL versus _) to be 0.037
and, as mentioned previously, is in agreemen%with theoretical results.
Figure 9 presents the calculated values of leading-edge suction. As can be
seen, the uniform 300 deflection results in substantially increased values rela-
tive to the _L.E. : O° condition. This result is similar to the results pre-
sented in reference 5, wherein this uniform 30o deflection was intially
considered. As pointed out in reference 5, the uniform 30o does not represent
an optimum condition. In fact, the uniform 30o deflection is considered to be
over,deflected in the apex region, while being under,deflected further outboard.
This situation developed because the leading-edge system tested in reference 5
was limited to four segments, and attempts to optimize the leading-edge deflec-
tion by aligning the leading edge with the local upwash (as will be discussed)
resulted inlarge discontinuities in contour. These large discontinuities were
found to result in quite pronounced regions of separated flow, which substan-
tially degraded the performance. Consequently, the uniform 30o deflection was
considered an appropriate compromise.
In as much as the present configuration employed a multi-segmented leading
_ edge (which could be capable of approximating a continuously warped surface), an
_. attempt was made to optimize the spanwise variation of leading-edge deflection.
_ The optimal leading edge is considered herein as one for which the leading edge
_ is aligned with the upwash along the entire span. Since _: I0 ° is representa-
tive of the angle-of-attack condition for low-speed operations, attempts were
made to obtain attached flow for angles of attack at least up to this condition.
Figure I0 presents the theoretical spanwise variation of upwash (4)
L obtained with a vortex-lattice computational model at an angle of attack of I0 o
(see refs. 5 and 13). In general, for a swept hinge line, the angular deflec-
tion required to align the leading edge with dn upwash angle E would be
defined l)y the standard relationship of sw_p theory
_L.E. : tan'l [tanEl (5)
kcos_J
However, previous smoke flow-visualization studies (see ref. 5) have shown that
the incoming flow is approximately perpendicular to the hinge line (_ = 0o), and
,_ therefore, equation (5) yields the simple result that _L.E, : 4.
With the model at _: I0 ° and with the leading edge deflected to approximate
the upwash schedule of figure I0, observtions of wool surface tufts revealed flow
separation originating outboard, of Y/b/2 = 0.5. This result appeared to. be
attributal to the fairly sharp, corner introduced by rather high deflection about
the simple hinge line. Accordingly, the leading-edge deflection of the
inboard.span was reduced until a condition was reached wherein further reductions ....
resulted in clnssical leading-edqe vortex separation. The multi-segmented'lead-
ina edgewas then faired and smoothed to eliminate leadina-edge discontinuities.
The spanwise variation of leading-edge deflection, as developed above, is com-
pared in figure II with the. theoretical upwash. The leading-edoe deflection
schedule is seen to define a continuously warped surface which varies from i60
inboard to 50 o outboard. This leading-edge geometry will herein after be
designated as _L.E. : 16° - 50o..
Figure 12 presents the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics obtained
with aL E. : 16° - 50°, while figure 13 presents a comparison o'_ these data with
the pre_iously discussed results for the _I E. = O° and _O° conditions. As can
be seen, the data for _L.E. = 16° - 50o ini_cate attachea flow conditions for "
angles of atack from about 0o to I0 °_. At angles of attack above I0 o, vortex
separation was observed to originate along the leadino edge outboard of Y/b,, =
0.5. The occurence of this leading-edge separation is seen to be consisten_ _
with the slight pitch-up ci_aracteristic, exhibited by the data of figure 12.
The leading-edge suction, paramc_ r obtained with the above continuously
warped leading-edge geometry _6L. E _: 16o - 50o) is presented in fiaure 14o AS
can Been seen, _L.E. = 16° results'in a substantial improvement in the aerodyna-
t mic performance_elativeto thE,previous6L.E. = 300 geometry. In particular,
! _L.E. : 16° - 500. is seen to achieve values of suction on the order of 90 percent
at representative second segment climb conditions (i.e., CL= 0.3). However, at
higher values of _ the level ,_f leadina-edge suction is substantially ]reduced. It shou] Lbe noted that th mod l t steddidnot employ trai.ling-edqe
_ flaps, and therefore,the highervalues of CL were achievedat fairly high ]
_:. angles of attack. ConseQuently,the values of S presentedfor the hiqh-li-ft
_. conditionsare not representative.Based on the resultspresentedin reference
5, it is anticipatedthat the.use of a trailing-edgeflaD systemwould permit
increasedlevelsof suctionto be achievedfor the high-liftcondition,.
The effect of Reynoldsnumberon the leadina-edaesuctionparameterhas
been discussedin reference12. The resultspresentedthereinindicatethat
_ increasingthe Reynoldsnumberfrom the low values of thepresent tests to
amtual flight valueswill result illonly modest increasesin S for the
separatedflowcondition (e.n._the comditiondiscussedhereinw.ith6L.E. : 0o).
i!_ However, fcr attached flow conditions (as achieved with 6L.E, = 16o - 50o),
increasing Reynolds number results in pronounced increases in S. Based on
these.results, it: would appear that the level of leading-edge suction parameter
achieved with the attached flow,_L.E. : 16o - 50° deflection is conservative.
_ It is recognized that while the continuously warped leadina edae would pro-
_ vide marked improvementsin low-speedaerodynamicperformance,the mechanical
' complexityrequiredto generatethis smoothcontourfrom the hiah-speedcruise
I shape may.limit its practicalapplication, Correspondingly,tests were con-ducted in which the leading-edge deflection (6L.E. : 16° _ 50°) was p eserved,
_': but the fairingbetweenthe adjacentsegmentsof the multi-segmentedsystem
i removed. Fiqure 15 presents a comparisonof the lon_itudinaldata obtainedwith
_L.E. = 16° L 50o for both faired and unfairedconditions. As can be seen, the
impact of removinnthe leadinn-edqefairinnsis larqelylimitedto an increase
in drag. This resultcorrelateswell with observationsmade of wool tufts
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i- during the limited flow visualization portion of the tests. Although no large
i regions of separation could be attributed to tlle removal of the segment
fairings, the tufts were observed to be sligiltly more unsteady, thereby indi_
cating localized regions of separation. Consideration of tl_e leading-edge suc-
tion parameter presented in figure. 16 sho_s that the discrete multi-segmented
leading edge with 8L.E, = 16o.- 500 exhibits level.s of the leading,edge suction
i parameter which are below those values achieved with the simple uniform 30o
deflection.
t.ateral-Directional Characteristics
Configuration with undeflected le.ading edge.- Figure 17 presents thelateral-directional stability derivatives for the present configuration with
undeflected leading edges. Also presented in figure 17 are corresponding
results from reference 5 which, as previously mentioned, were. obtained with a
model_which had the same wing geometry but incorporated a different fuselage and
included under-wing nacelles. As can be seen from figure 17, both configurations
exhibit neutrally stable val.ues of-static directional stability (Cn#) for angl.es
of attack up to about 4o. For angles of attack greater than @-(corresponding_
to the angle of attack for which the wing-apex-vortices are first evident), the
configuration exhibits a marked increase in Cn_. This phenomenon has been
observed previously (see ref. 5)and has been 6ttributed to the interaction of
the wing-apex vortices with the forward portion of the configuration.
_. The data of figure 17 also show that both configurations exhibit high
levels of effective dihedral (CzR), as would be expected fo.r the Iow-aspect-
:_ ratio wing. References 14 and 15_ llave shown that these high levels of C_
" typically result in Dutch roll instabilities and reversals in pilot-commanded
....._ roll rates. The analysis of reference 4 has also shown that, because of limited
lateral-control capabilities (typical of low-aspect-ratio wings), the high
values of CZ# would necessitate excessive approach speeds to meet currently
accepted cross-wind landing requirements.
It is interesting to note that although both the present configuration and
the configuration of reference 5 exhibit about the same slope of CZm versus a ,
the magnitude of CZ# for the present configuration is reduced. Th_s reduction
in CZ_ is believed to be due to the omission of the under-wing nacelles and to
I, a difference in the aft wing-body intersection.
_ Effect of wing leadin_-.edge deflection .... Figure 18 presents the lateral-
., directional stability derivatives for the configuration with 8L.E. = 0°, 30°,
- and 16o -50 o. As can be seen by comparison of the results presented, both of
the deflected leading edge geometries resulted in a reduction in Cn_. The
: reduction in Cn_ at low angles of attack is simply due to the defl_cted
leading edge providing an increased vertical area forward of the moment
reference center. At higher angles of attack, the dramatic reduction in Cn_
is, of course, associated with the suppression of the wing-apex-vortices.
Although this reduction in Cn_ at hio!l angles of attack may appear to be
adverse, previous studies (see ref. 17) have shown that positive increments in
g
CriB, when oririnating forward, of the center of gravity (as is the case considered
he'rein)_ are accompanied by undesiral_le reductions in damping in yaw.
i Consequently, deflection of the leading edge may also improve the high angle-of-_ttack directional stability characterist:ics.
The data of figure 18 also indicate that deflecting the leading edge yields
I a favorable increment in CZ/_ This result is primarily due to the simple
increase in geometric anhedrai which accompanies the leading-edge deflections.
I Figure 19 presents these same data as the variation of Cz with respect to
CL for' the various leading-edge deflections. Noted on t_ figures are the
regions of separated and attached flow, as discussed in connection with figures
5, 7_ and 12. As can be seen by comparison of the results presented for the
conditions under which attached flow exists, positive increments in =Cz_3"6of0..00016 and 0.00022 are obtained (relative to _L,E. : 0°) for _L.E. o and
160 - 50o, respectively.
l:t should be noted, that for conditions of attached flow, _)Cz_/OCL is
found to be independent of leading-edge geometry and has a value of-0.0058.
This value of ¢ZB/OCL is in excellent agreement with the value of -0.0061
obtained from the 'expression
aCz/3/OCL : 2_. I__. 2=3 AR 360 (6)
#%
..::;,- which is developed in reference 18. The break in the slope of CZB versus CL
.... is a product of flow separation. In as much as a properly designed configura-
-" tion would be intended to operate with attached flow, the values of CZB fo_-
conditions of separated flow are not applicable. Extrapolation of th_ attached
flow results to higher lift coefficients (as could be achieved with a simple
trailing-edge flap system) shows that the configuration would exhibit values of
CZ# of about -0.003 at a nominal approach lift coefficient of 0.6.
Effect of ._eometric anhedral.- The results of the preceding section indica-
!i tes tha_ as expected' high values °f CZ_ are inherent t° the l°w-aspect'rati°
highly swept wing. Consequently, tests were conducted in order to determine the
sensitivity of CZ_. to additional geometric anhedral and to correlate these
, results with existing theory. These tests were conducted with the geometric
anhedral increased at span stations Y/ / = 0.234 and 0.736 (see fig I). The
i . b_2 •
!_ ., leading-edge geometry for the conflguration during this phase of the study was
;" limited to the continuously warped 8L.E. = 16o - 50o condition, which was pre-
viously found to exhibit superior longitudinal performance. Examination of the
tabulated data (presented in the data supplement at the end of this report) for
L,- the various anhedral angles tested shows that the longitudinal variables were not
i influenced by anhedral. The data further show that the geometric anhedral doesnot have any sig ificant eff Gt on tl_e directi nal stability characteristics,
Consequently_ the discussion is limited to a consideration of the influence of
geometric anhedral on C/_.
I0
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Figure 20 presents the variation of CZ# witll. CL for the various anhedral
ang?e combinations tested• Proln theoretical considerations, it would, be expected
I that the values of 8Cz_/(IF (as determined by cross-plotting the data of fig. 20)wou_d b constant for attached flow conditions. However, analysis of the data of ifigure 20 shows that _CZ_/_F increases with increasing lift coefficient. To
determine the additive n_ure of the experimental re_,ilts for CZ_ versus CL,
a selected combination of F1 = 40 and F2 : II o was tested. The experimental _li
results (see fig. 21) are seen to compare well with results obtained by adding
the experimentally determined incremental values of CZ# presented in figure 20.
Figure 22 presents the theoretical variation of 8Cz_/SF as a function of i
the corresponding nondimensional semispan location. Tileptheoretical results I
i were obtained with a vortex-lattice computational model which is based on the I
, theory of reference 13. The range of experimental results for OCz_F, eva- '_
luated from figure 20 at CL = 0.2 and 0.4, are presented for comparison. It is 1
noted that although the experimental values of OCz_F have been shown to i
I increase with increasing CL, they are in reasonable agreement with the I
i theoretical results. Furthermore, both the vortex-lattice theoretical results
and the experimental results are seen to be in agreement with the approximate
values of 8Cz_/_F obtained using the simple design chart procedure contained
in referenc. 19.
The results presented in figure 22 indicate that quite substantial reduc-
tions in CZ_ may be achieved by introducing geometric anhedral at inboard span
locations. However, it should be recognied that a detailed configuration study
is required to detmrmine the most effective means of incorporating such additional
, _'= anhedral
_ As an illustration, the simplified analysis presented in the aopendix con-
siders the case wherein anhedral is added at an inboard span location. The
analysis assumes that the wing-tip clearance remains unchanged as would be
required for the case where tl_e landing gear length was held constantl
Obviously, under these conditions, adding geometric anhedral at inboard loca-
tions necessitates the addition of dihedral at outboard locations. The restilts
presented in the appendix show that for these conditions, the net resulting
improvement in CZ_ is negligible.p
SUMMARYOF RESULTS
" The results of a study to determine the influence of optimized leading-edge
_, deflection and geometric anhedral on the low-speed performance and lateral
stability of configurations with highly swept wings may be summarized as follows:
I. Leading-edge deflection is effective in suppressing the formation of
wing-anex-vortices and promoting a_tache( flow conditions.
2. Due to the spanwise variation of upwash, the optimal lead4ng edge deflec-
tion is a smooth, continuously warped surface. For the particular configuration
d
(
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ration studied,levels,of,leadinp-edaesuctionon the order of 90-percentare
i achieved with a smooth, continuously varyinq leading_edge deflection correspond-
inq to 16o at the side-of-body and increasing to 500 at the wing tip.
3. Small discontinuities in surface contour, introduced 'In an attempt to
approximate the smooth continuously warped 'leading edge with a series of discrete
deflections of a multi-segmented leadinq-edne system, resulted in large incre-
ments in draq and corresponding large reductions in the leading-edae suction
parameter.
4. A unifnrm leading-edge deflection of 30o (representing an averaqe value
of the continuously warped leadina-edqe deflection) provided higher values of
the leading-edQe suction parameter than nrovided by the discrete multi-segmented
s":_-_ This result is apparently due to the elimination of the small surface
discontinuities introduced by deflecting the individual segments through
different angles.
5. Deflecting the entire leadina edae to achieved attached flow is found
to provide a favorable reduction in the inherently high level of which is
associated with the low-aspect-ratio hig,_ly swept wing. C_B
6. The theoreticalvalue of _C_B/@CL is found to be in excellent
agreementwith experimentalresultsfor con6itionswhere attachedflow exists.
_ 7. The inclusion of additional geometric anhedral to reduce the high
_. levelsof Cz_ is found to yield valuesof @Cz_I@I_ which are in reasonable
_ agreement with theoretical estimates.
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APPELIDIX
Effect of Geometric Anhedral on Clj3
The following simple analysis is intended to il.lustrate the effect.on Cz
of increasing the geometric anhedral of tile confi.guration reported herein. T.h_e
analysis assumes that the wing-tip clearance remains unchanged, as would be
required for the case wherein the landing gear length is held constant.
Consider the w.ing semispan sketched in figure A.l. The spanwise location
of the anhedral breaks, and the corresponding anhedral angles define the change
in vertical height of 'the wing tip as
ZTIP : ri (b/2- Yi) + I-'o(b/2- Yo) (A-l) 1
where the subscripts i and o refer to the values associated with assumed
inboard and outboard locations, respectively. Requiring ZTIP : 0 and solving
for ?o yields
1 - Yi
L_o= -i- i b/---2 (a-2)
_._ 1 _Y go
_. b/2
.-_ . As shown in the body of this report (see figs. 20 and 21), the increment in
C_ resulting from I"i and Fo may be determined by linear combination;
therefore
•: aCz# _ Fo (A-3)
Substituting equation (A-2) into equation (A-3) yields
yo " q (A-4)
Evaluation of equation (A-4) shows that, for the variation of c)Czf3/_l_ presented
in figure 22, maintaining constant wing-tip clearance would limit the favorable
increments in CZ# to negligible values. For example, consider the result for
13
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i
the spanwise Ic_cation <_fanhed_'al hreaks te,£ted _n the p_-esenl; c_nfiguration.
At spnn Iocat. inns Yi/I_/2 =_0.,34 and (_.7'36, 1;he theoretical, results of figure 22
._how,_C_.d/,_I'i -- 0._5 x IO-4 aIN ,_C_.,/,_I'o_'.0.27 x 0 -4 . Assuminq the-anhedral at
I _ 'p •the inboard location is increased by 50 (wi-t:l no constraint on wiml-tip cle_r-
ante); [.he inct'_,,lent in Cz6 for t:'his condition would be ACI/_ = 4_25 x 10"_.
llnwever,, const_"ainiml t.he cha_qe i_ wiml-tip clea_'ance to zei-o, reduces the
increment: to AC_ = 0.33 x ]0_4.
t
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Tahle
i Diinensional Characteristics of Model
Wing:
Refei._ence area,.in2^(ft 2) ......................................... O.Lq34 (8.972)
Gross area, m"- (ft z) .............................................. O..91_J (9._,,,.°Qq_,
Span, m (ft) ............................................................ 1.260 (4. 133)
Root. chord, m (ft) ................................................ 1.674 (5..492)
Tip chord, ill (ft) .................................................... 0.161 (0.529)
Referen.ce mean aerodynami:c chord, m (ft) ......................... 0.880 (2.887)
Gross mean aerodynamic chord, m (ft). ............................. 1.038 (3.406)
Leading-edqe sweep, deg
At body station 0.388 m (1.272 ft) ...................................... 74.0,
At body station 1.427 in (4.6{_3 ft) .......................................... 70.5
At body station I.8_6 m (6.185 ft) ..................................... 60.0
I
Vertical fin (two):
I ..................................................o ISpan, in (ft) ..................................................... 0.107 .350Root chord, m (ft) ................. ............................... 0.326 (1.069)
Tip chord, m (ft) ................................................. 0.04_ (O.15,q)
Leadinq-edge sweep, de!l .................................................. 73.4
_,.
#.
!.
I
"I
A
"2:

_ (b) Sketch showing anhedral angles
Figure 2.- Concluded.
_ _
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Ftgure 9.- Effect ot_ l:e'adt.ng-cdge deflection o11 l.eadtng-edge suction.
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Figure I0.- Variation of theoretical upwash with nondimensiona.l semispan.
Theory based on vortex-lattice computational model, tx-lO ° (ref. 5).
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Figure ii.- Comparison of theoretical upwash with optimized leading-edge
deflection.
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Ftgure 14.- Effect of continuously warped |eading-edge dcf]ection onleadin_,-edge suction.
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Figure 16.- Effect of removing fairings from adjacent segments of
continuously warped leading edge.
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Figure 17.- Variation of lateral-directional stability derivatives with angle
of attack. _L.E. = 0°"
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Flgure 18.- Effect of leadlng-edge deflection on lateral-directionalderivatives.b stability
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Figure 20.- Concluded.
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Figure 21.- Effect of geometric anhedral, F1 and r2 in combination,
,: on C16.
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• Figure 22.- Values for _Ct_/_l_ obtained by Incluslon of additional geometric i
anlicdral at span station Y/b/2" i
DATASUPPLEMENT
The symbols used in the data tabulation are defined as follows:
ALPHA angle of attack, deg
BETA angle of sideslip, deg
CD drag-force coefficient; stability ax_s
CL lift-force coefficient; stability axis
CM pitching-moment coefficient; stability axis
CRM rolling-momentcoefficient;,body axis
CY side-forcecoefficient;body axis
CYM yawing-moment coefficient; body axis
I,
F
TABLE S-1 TEST. PROGRAM
Run 8,deg 6L.E. ,deg Fl,deg F2, deg
1 0 O. 0 0
i
2 5
3 -5
4 -5 30
5 5 ,
6 o_ .
12 0 16-50
13 5
14 -5 _
18 0 6
19 5-
20 -5
21 -5 4
22 5
23 0
24 0 ii
25 5
26 -5
27 -5 2 0
28 5 'i
29 0
30 O I 0 11
i
31 5 :
32 -5
33 --5 ! 6 t
34 5
35 0 ,I •
39 0 16-50 unfaired L o
.... ' ..... !
oRtGINALpAGEtS iTABLE S-2.- TABULATE|) DATA OF _wF_R 0_|_ _
N_A LANGLEY 7 X 10 HIGH SPF_D TUNNEt.
T_T _ RUN ]
BETA ALPHA CL CD CM CRM CYM CY
-,Go .17 .OqOE ,0110 ,0128 -,0003 -.000_ .OCOQ
-,OB -5,0_ -,12gb ,0189 ,0078 -.0010 -.0005 ,0018
-,or -3,72 -,0493 ,0118 ,OOe_ -°0006 -,0005 ,0015
-,u? -i,72 ,025b ,0097 .OOq8 -.0003 -,0003 ,OOlO
-,_b ,lg' .093g ,0110. .0131 .0003 -,0003 ,.001_ r
-,06 2,25 ,1700 ,0156 ,0160 ,0000 -,0002 ,0015
.. -,05 4,75 ,2521 ,0260 ,0160 ,0001 -,0000 ,0006
-.09 6.3_ ,3_56 .0_42 ,019_ ,O00_ ,0002 ,0008
-,0_ e,57 ,_633 ,0754 ,0290 ,0008 ,0005 ,0025
-,u_ I0,_.I ,9700 ,i142 ,0_41 ,0001 ,0011 ,0034 :
-.03 12,69' ,5907 ..I567 ,0625 -,0001 ,001_ ,00%8
-,03 i_,74 ,801g ,2291 ,0850 -,0008 ,0016 ,0064
-,03 15.10 ,8195" ,2356 ,08q3 -,0007 ,0016 ,0065
-,07 ,lq ,0978 ,012_ ,0133 -,0001 -,0002 ,0025
T_T _ RUN 2
_ETA ALPHA CL CD CM CRM* CYM CY
4,90 ,15 .0926 .0107 ,0130 -,0031 ,0001 -,0101
%,92 -5.72 -,130% .01_3 .005% ,0031 -.0004 -o0113
_,_I -3,_5 -,O_P ,0117 ,0076 ,0020 -o000i -,0100
4.91 -1.75 ,0258 .0095 ,0092 -,0006 .000] -.OOq_
_,_0 ,I? .Oqb6 ,0108 .013_ -,0032 ,0002 -,ooqg
_,b8 2,23 ,1706 ,0158 ,0159 -,00_8 ,0006 -,ooqg
_,66 _,2_ ,2558 ,0267 ,0181 -.0057 ,0012 -,011_
4.BI 6.33 ,3_97 ,0_7 ,022g -,0087 ,0033 -,O0(q
_.77 $.&3 ,_59 ,0742 ,0329 -,0111 ,0064 -,0O_B
_.72 IC,_9 ,5507 .i087 ,0_52 -,0137 ,OOR3 -,0024
4.67 12,67 ,6726 .1612 ,0655 -.0179 ,O08q -,0007
_._I I_,76 ,79_3 ,22?8 ,0877 -o020q ,OOq_ -.0010
_.60 l_.Ol ,P022 .22_ ,Oq05 -,022_ ,0095 -.00_0
:. _,_0 .15 ,0996 ,0112 ,0136 _,0031 ,0001 -,0093
¢.
TEST _9 RLN 3
_:
_ETA ALPHA CL CO CM CPM CYM CY
-5,02 ,2_ ,091B ,0113 ,D123 .0023 -*0005 ,0100
-5.OB -5.63 ",1305 .O1Q5 .0052 -.O04q -,00C_ ,O13b
-5,0_ -3,6_ -,0_7_ ,0122 ,0077 -.0028 -,0008 .0120
-5,09 -l°_b .02_6 .CI02 ,009_ -,O00I -,0007 o010_
-b,02 ,26 ,0g21 ,0113 ,0171 ,00_ -,O00b .00qe
-_ 9g 2,32 .1677 ,0161 ,01.&? ,0035 -00005 ,0162
".. -_,q6 _.36 ,2520 *0270 ,0166 ,0053 -,0005 ,0104
-_,01 6,_2 ,3%76 ,0_99 ,022_ ,0065 -,0026 ,0078
-_.@5 B,5_ ,4%_1 ,07&l ,0318 .0002 -,0043 ,OObO
-G, Tg It.D? ,955@ ,II11 ,0_ ,011Q -,0063. ,0042
-_,73 12,78 ,6732 ,1634 ,0620 .0143 -,0060 ,005]
: -_,65 l&,_b ,7g¢I ,72_8 ,083q ,01_8 ",0056 ,0037
-4.69 19.21 ._190' .235q ,0OO_ ,Olqb -,0054 ,0043
-5,02 ,_6 ,09_i ,011_ .0126 ,002_ -,0007 ,0103
lEST 5q RUN
BETA ALPH_ CL CO CM CQP CY _ CY
-b,O_ .20 .0751 ,01_1 ,0023 ,0003 ,0008 ,01_b
_' -D,IO -5,71 -,1007 ,0336 -,01_0 -o0061 ,0008 ,02DO
-b.UB -3,?Z -,G?77 ,0221 -.OObl -,0037 ,O00q ,OPl_
-_,Ob -1,70 ,002_ ,01_ -.001_ -,0017 " ,001] ,017_
-5,Q_ .23 .OTb_ ,01',9 .002_ ,000] ,0008 ,O]Sq
-b,O0 ?.32 ,156_ .Ci_4 ,OOD_ ,0031 ,000_ .0]_2
" -6,o_ _,30 ,2_2 .0717 ,00q2 ,OOf3 ,0000 ,016q
" -_,_ _.37 ,30_ ,0317 ,bl}O ,007_ -,0003 ,Olb?.H_ o_b _70 671 .0130 , 16 . S_
-_,H3 10,37 ,_565 ,06_f ,0173 ,OOBC ,0015 ,0170
-_.77 I?,53 ,56?u .Oq9_ ,0737 ,0077 .0017 ,OlPq
-_,?1 16.51 ,_230 ,I?_5 ,0323 ,OC_l ,0057 .01_0
-_.70 16.e_ ,(.3_6 .136} .0_33 ,0C8_ ,OOPQ ,01_3
-L.J6 ,_ ,OFH{. ,OILO ,CO?? .OOC? ,O00q ,01?_
k , ..
" II I " i I ",_II '
TABL_ S-2.- CONTINUED.
NASA LANGLEY ...... 7 X 10 HIGH SPEED TUNNEL
T_Sl' _q RUN b
BETA ALPHA CL ......... CD CM CRM CYM CY
4.91 ,11 ,0?R0 ,0140 .0025 -,0009, -,00171 -.O133
_,93 -5,79 -,1598 ,0336 -,0140 ,0048 -,0020 -,0220
_.93 -3,82 -,0789 ,0221 -,0066 ,0025 -.0019 -.0181
4.92 -I,80 ,0026 .0158 -,0006 ,o00q -,0019 -.0151
4.91 ,14 ,078_ ,0137 ,0027 -,0007 -,0017 -,0138
_,89 2.21 ,1543 ,0155 ,0060 -,0034 -,0011 -,0119
_._7 k.20 ,226k ,0209 ,00_9 -,0050 -,0011 -,0134
_._3 6,27 ,298? ,0290 ,0121 -,006_- -,0000 -,0128
_.801 e,30 .375 _ .0_28 .01_ _ 1.0081 -,0003 -.OlO 8
_.76 I0,27 ,453_ ,0626 .0164 -.0102 -,0006 -,0110
_.71 12,_7 .5_50 ,0939 ,0223. -.,0089 -,0008 -,0097 "
_,65 1_,6_ ,6223 ,1284 ,0332 -,0107 ,0004 -,0101
_.91 ,12 ,07eO ,0141 ,0022 -,0010 -,0018 -,013_
TEST _;9 RIJN 6
BETA ALPHA CL C0 CM CRM CYM CY
-.06 • 11 .0.738 • 0137 .0027 -- " 0002 r" -- , 0003 . 0015
-.uS -5,76 - -. 1653 ,0340: -.011_ -,0010 -, 0006 ,0029
-,Oe. -3,79 -.085k. .0226 -.OOk.2 -,0008 -,0004 .0026
I * 07 1 -- i_ * 78 " . 0013 * 0156 ' 0001 " " 0002 -- * 000 _ ' 001
-.O6 ,13 ,0750 .0135 ,0023 -,0002 -,O003 ,0015
-.06 2.20 •1516. *0153 .0058 *0000 -,0004 *0016
-,05 4,19 ,2224 *0206 .008_, *0010 -. O00k. *0019
-.04 6.2k. ,29_5 *0296 ,0107 ,0013 -,0005 ,0022
-.Ok. 8,31 ,374k. ,0_39 .0131 ,0005 .0002 .0016
-.0_. 10.2_ •k.k.B8 .0627 .0165 -.0011 ,0010 .0033
-,Ok. 12,36 .5316 ,0_97 .0227 -.0012 ,0022 .O0_k.
-,03 l_.,e8 ,6338 ,1318 ,0296 -,0030 ,0033 ,0031
-.06 .II ,0750 ,01k.O .0033 -,0001 -,0003 .0015
I
:' TEST 59 RUN 12 i
_..-.
"" _.ETA ALPHA CL C0 CM CRM CYM CY
-. 06 •11 .0632 •0138 .0101 .0009 -, 0001 •0011
; -.08 -5.75 -, 1733 •03k.7 -.0038 -.0002 .0001 .0012 ._
-,08 -3,81 -,0968 ,0235 .0036 ,0002 ,000_ ,0011
-,07 -I .78 -.0151 .016_ .0091 ,0007 .0002 .0007
-.o6 • ]2 ,0629 ,0135 *01C0 ,0007 -,0001 ,0008
-,06 2,18 •I_32 .01_9 .0089 •0009 -.0002 .0019
L. -.05 _'.17 .2168 ,Of'gO .0105 .0006 -,0003 ,0019
-,0b 6.23 ,2905 ,O269 ,0123 ,0C11 -,000? ,0023
-.0_. 8.28 •3703 ,0399 ,0127 ,0009 ,0001 .003k.
-,Ok. 10,21 ,_36b ,0552 ,0166 ,0002 ,OOlk.• ,0060
-,03 12,33 ,51,_5 ,0773 ,0227 ,0OO_ ,0007 ,0076
l " Ok. 12 •32 .51 _,4 .0776 •0228 - •0000 ,0006 .0085
-.02 I_,,6k. .6022 •Ii_8 .0327 .0012 ,0003 .00?8
-.06 .12. .06',0 ,01_0 ,0100 ,0011 -,0.'01 ,0008
TEST 59 RUN 13
_LTA AL PH._ CL. CD C_ CRM CYM CY
,_ _. 90 •10 ,065 I. .Ol _,2 .0095 .0004 .0001 -. 0136
k..93 -5.(i7 -. 17k._, .0350 -.0066 •00_,(_ -,0012 -,0199
_,,-93 -3,90 -,0967 ,0237 ,00]6 ,0C27 -,0013 -.0165 "
_,92 -I.89 -,0137 ,0167 .0070 ,0011 -,0010 -, 01._5
4..90 ,06 ,0620 .01_,I ,0099 .0009 ,0001 -.0140
;_ _88 2,-09 ,1410 .01(,6 *0103 -.0022 *0002 -,0131
_.86 k..ll *.2157 .0187 *0113 -.0050 -,0000 -,01_.0
_,.83 6., 15 .-2932 .07(-7 •C II_ -. 00_4 ,O00B -. 01_q
(,.80 8.20 .3621 .0381. .01k.3 -, 00t_? ,0007 -,0123
k., ?6 10,-16 • k.393 ,0555 .0170 -, O11;0 -,0001 -,0108
_,, 71 12,30 ,52k.3 ,0823 .023.7 -. O1 ] 1 -,0011 -.00_6
_,.65 1_,, 62 • _16k. , llP_ ,03_- 2 -,0172 -,001o ,0015
k..90 ,Of ,C620 .01_3 ,000? .0007 *0001 -.0] 3]
TABLE S-2.- CONTINI)EI).
NASA LANGLEY 7 X ]O HIGH SPFF_ TUNNFL
TES1 !_ RUN L4 .
l_ETA ALPllA CL CD CM CPM CYM CY.
-b,03 ,?0 ,O_Sb ,01_3 ,O0_k ,.0005 -,0001 ,0135
-b,oq -_,73 -,1703 ,034b -,0067 -_O03b ,0012 ,0206 "
-5,U8 -3,75 -.oqob ,023_ ,OOP9 ",OOPO *0013 ,0168
-9°06 "],74 -,OIIB ,0166 ,0066 -,0005 ,0008 ,0142
"5,03 ,ib °Ob_q ,0141 ,OOE2 ,0006 -,0002 ,0133
-b.O0 2,20 o14_ ,0154 ,0087 ,OC?H -,0006 ,01?o
-_,qb _,E8 ,2178 ,Olq6 ,0108 ,0051 -,0007 ,OIAP
-k,q2 _.31 ,Zq34 ,0280 ,0122 ,0068 -,0007 ,0158
-_,_7 _,37 ,3678 ,0_04 ,0137 ,0088 -,0004 °015B
-_,_2 10,31 .4386 .05tO ,0167 ,0110 -,0001 ,0127
-4,76 12,4% ,SZOZ ,0813 ,0232 ,0103 ,0008 ,0117
-_,b9 i_,_I ,tZSq .12_I ,0331 ,006_ ,0005 ,0095
-9.03 ,lq ,0670 .01k4 ,008? ,0001 -,O001 ,01_2
TEST _q RUN 18
9_TA ALPHA CL CD CM CRM CYM CY
-.u7 ,13 ,Ub86 ,0145 .0103 ,O00P ,0001 ,0014
-,09 -5,70. -,1606 ,03_ -,O027 -,0CO3 ,000§ ,OO22
-,08 -3,76 -,0811 ,0237 ,0036 .000_ ,0007 ,0014
-.07 -1,77 -,0034 o0171 ,00_3 ,0C06 ,0006 .O00q
-,07 ,18 ,0?3? ,0146 ,0101 ,0003 ,0001 .OC?O
-,J6 2,23 ,1539 ,016_ ,_Oq? ,OOOe -,0001 .0C95
-._5 _,22 ,Z?_? ,0210 ,0116 ,0004 -,0002 .O02q
-.05 6,26 ,2987 ,02q2 .0131 ,0006 -,0003 ,0044
-.0_ 8.30 ,3773 ,042b ,0136 ,0007 ,0001 ,004_
-,0_ I0,2_ ,44_5 ,058_ ,0185 ,0O02 ,0013 ,0075
-.0_ 12,37 ,5186 ,0806 ,02_3 -,OOCO ,000_ ,OOBt
-,03 Ik.e3 .6026 .llk_ .0344 .OCOl -,0002 ,OOPO
-.07 ,19 ,G791 ,015_ ,010B .0003 ,0001 ,00_2
i. TEST 99 RLN IQ
_\. BETA ALPHA CL CD CM CRM CYM CY
- 4,qo .ib .0_7_ .0145 .OOqq .0030 .0005 -,0166
- _.93 -5.79 -,105_ ,03_4 -,0050 ,0067 -,0007 -,OPt2
_,93 -3,_2 -,O_b5 ,0234 ,0012 ,OOf2 -,0008 -,0205
4,Q2 -i,_i -.OOB5 .016q ,0069 .00,0 -,0004 -.0174
4.q0 .lO .0651 .01_ .OOqq .002_ .000_ -.OlSq
i _.se _.18 ,l_2q ,015_ ,0112 ,0000 ,000_ -,0155,8b ,I_ 2160 o6 25 -.0075 60
_,83 0,?3 ,?qO_ ,0274 ,0125 -,0{._4 ,0016 -,0_70
"" _,_0 8,27 ,3_05 ,0387 ,01{6 -,0065 ,0012 -.01_4
4.76 10.23 ,_359 ,05_8 ,0204 -.00_9 ,0005 -.014P
4,71 12.35 ,91_i ,0_11 ,0266 -.0097 -,0011 -,OCQ_
k,o5 14,61 ,6136 ,llOb ,03#4 -,0087 -,0016 -,007o
_. _.90 ,lO ,0650 ,0146 ,OOqB ,C03P °000_ -,O]6B
TEST _9 R_N _u
'" _ET_ ALPHA CL CP CM CRP CYM CY
-b.03 ,1_ ,0_16 ,014? ,OOb5 -,OQIO -,C00_ ,01_6
I_ -5,oq "r'_71 -,16_3 ,0348 -,0050 ,0['55r " - ,00]_ .0?ll
_.:. -b,Ob -3,72 -,OwO3 ,0236 ,00_4 -,00_0 ,0016 .0170
-_,06 -I.73 -,ClAC, ,Ol?_ ,0067 -,003? .000_ o014o
-_,u3 ._I ,00_!. ,('14_ ,O0_ -,001_ -,0001 ,0]_0
-5.00 Z,Pb ,I_14 .0155 ,0o_4 .help -,OOC? .013_
• -_.9o 4.27 ,71£4 ,OlO_ .0116 ,O0?l -,OOCO .0]_1
..: -4,_2 c.,31 ,2_50 .OPT_ ,0130 ,00_ -,COl l ,Olt_?
-_, Ut IU, 31 •4330 ,Ob_8 ,01o3 ,OOFF -,nOOq ,O] _
-G.76 lg.46 .512_ •0¢.C0 .OPt I .OOn4 ,OCOI .017)
oRIGINaL pAGE tS

TABLE S-2.- CONTINUED.
NASA LANCLEY ? _ 10 HIGH SPFFD Tt,NNFI.
T_TT !.'; PUN 2_
- '_t [_ ALPtlA CL CD CM CRM CYM CY
4._0 ,iC ._637 .013_ ,008_ ,OOB? ,0017 -,OlqO
4,_3 -5,70 -,15ql ,03?b -,00_2 ,0061 -,0006 -,022H
4.93 -3,._3 -,-OQb2 ,0226 -,0001. .0052 -.0006 -.0]O_
4,U2 -],b2 -,0076 ,0163 ,OOt.2 ,0043 ,0004 -,0181
_,qO ,C9 ,0036 ,0137 ,OOqO ,003_ ,O01q -,OlOl
',,_e ?,16 ,1421 ,oIAg ,Ol_l ,00]I ,0020 -,017g
_,_6 _,]b ,21_5 ,CI_8 ,01_0 -,001B ,0015 -,01_5
_.!_3 6,24 ,2900 ,0272 ,013_ -,0C36 ,0026 -,01_5
_._0 _,28 ,362q ,0392 ,0161 -,0063 ,0024 -,0171
4,lt Iu,28 ,_383 ,0566 ,0222 -,OOBl ,O01q -,0161
_*}i i2.55 ,5120 .0_15 ,02_0 -,0075 ,O00a -,0141
4,65 14,_0 .6003 ,lie3 ,0409 -.OOg? -,0001 -.0052
_.U ,C9 ,0_58 ,O13q ,O0gO ,0031 ,0017 -,017q
,!
T[ST 59 RD_ 2e
l
aETA ALPha CL C0 CM CRM CYM CY i
->,03 ,19 ,0t35 *013_ *COtl -,b024 -,0016 ,0171
-_.Oq -5.70 -.1617 ,0327 -*OICO -.0053 .COIO .0225 "
-9,b8 -3,72 -.O_57 ,0225 -*OOC_ -°0040 ,0010 ,01_5
-5.05 -I,71 -,00_8 ,6161 *0051 -*0027 *0000 *0168
-5,03 ,20 ,061b ,0138 ,U080 -,0022 -,0015 ,0168
-5.OO 2,26 .1403 *01_8 ,OOq9 -,OOCO -,O01g ,01_0
-_,96 4,30 ,2138 ,019_ ,0114 ,0626 -,0019 ,0166
-k.92 e,31 ,2870 *027B ,0136 .00_0 -,0020 ,0175
-_.88 _.38 .3013 .03gq .0172 .0053 -.0016 .0201
-_._i I0,44 ,_369 ,056q ,0209 ,0082 -,0019 ,0154
-_,76 12,_6 ,5092 ,07q8 ,0271 ,OOOl -.0016 .013q
-_,Oq 14.79 ,6122 ,llqq ,0370 ,00_2 ,0001 ,OOP9
-5.03 ,21 ,065_ ,CI3Q ,0087 -,0025 -,0016 ,0170
TEST _ RUN 27
_ _ETA ALPHA CL £D CM C_P CYM CY
-_,O3 ,19 ,0703 ,0141 ,0070 -.0008 -,0001 ,0131
"_ -5.,Uq -_,71 -,1632 ,03_9 -,0075 -,0046 ,0015 ,0210
-5.08 -3,7] -.0860 ,C230 .0010 -,O02e ,0016 .O]5q
-5.06 -1,71 -,00_5 ,016_ ,OOb2 -,0015 ,0010 ,01_4
-D,03 .2_ ,07_0 .01_2 ,0077 -,000_ -,0003 ,0131
-_,00 2,27 ,1531 *CIF6 ,0086 ,O01F -.0005 ,O13q
-_.9_ 4,30 ,2264 .0202 ,01C2 ,CC4O -,0007 ,0142
_. -_,q2 6,33 ,3C17 .0289 ,_121 .0050 -,0006 .01_5
-4.88 _.41 ,3720 .0417 .0137 ,0020 -,0002 ,0166
-_,_:2 i0,3_ ,4482 ,0577 ,Olbl ,OOq3 -,0004 ,0129
-4.70 12,49 ._27g ,08_0 ,0225 ,0101 ,0001 .0106
-4,_9 L_,h3 ,6362 ,1255 ,0330 ,00_? ,0004 ,OC_l
-5,03 ,22 ,0775 ,CI_5 ,0077 -,0005 -,0001 ,Ol_q
_IST b9 RIN 2Q
g_ T_ ALPHA CL CD CM Clam CYM CY
_,,gO , lO .06_8 •01_,I .nC_l ,0c,13 ,ooo3 -.Ol4C
.93 -5 ,t_u -, 1o59 ,0341 -,0C66 ,00_ -,o0 I0 -,0202
' 4.92 -3, t._, -,Uti_, ,P23_, ,0016 ,0033 -, 00] 2 -. Ol (_,
_,.'_2 -I,_ -,0076 .Cl(_ ,0069 ,001o -,000? -,01(,3
(,,90 ,Oq ,0673 ,01_,1 .OOFt. ,OOl5 ,0003 -,0] _,I
_,,o_ 2,17 ,I_,?_ ,01!I ,01_ -,0013 ,000_ -,013_
_,,t_6 _,.]7 ,? lqO ,OIFo ,Of l( -,Ot'¢_ ,0004 -,0] 42
4,r3 6,22 ,298'I ,0271 ,3115 -,006:" ,0008 -,01_6
t _,._u _.27 ,9698 .C,_F9 .0137 -.00_ .O00P -,Ol_(,.7_ 10.23 ,_t_,33 ,O_ ('(" ,Off7 -,0119 ,0005 -,0113
(,,71 12,_q ,523 _, ,082_. ,O??_ -,0112 -,000_ -,OOR8
_,_5 l&,_.2 ,(I]I ,1174 ,02f3 -,0127 -,0013 -,000_
_,._,O ,( q ,_.b72 ,( I_,1 ,00} q ,COlC ,OOC? -,0] t,2
)
k
TABLE S-2.- CONTINUED.
i-
N,ASA L_NGLEY T Y 10 HIGH SPEfD TUNNEL i
Tf _ | C,_ RLN _q
qFT^ ALPHA CL CD CM CRM CYM CY
-.Oh ,12 ,0655 ,0138 ,0091 ,OCO? -,000] -.NO01.
-,OB -_,76 -,1721 ,0_5 -,0041 -,0004 ,0003 ,0008 i
t_ -,OU -3,_0 -.Og21 ,0233 ,0037 -,O00_- ,0002 ,O('Oq !
",07 -I,7_ -,0116 .0164 ,0076 ,0007 ,0002 ,,0002
,00 ,I_ °0668 01 8 00097 , 07 -,- 000 0007
-,06 2,1a ,147_ ,0147 ,O07q ,0003 ",0001 ,0010
-,0_ _070 ,2193 0018Q- ,00Q4 ,0002. -,000_ ,0006
-,u_- b,22 _2q25 ,0267 ,OlOg ,0001 -.0004 ,O01B
-,04. 8,29 ,36_2. °(,39? 00-Ii_ ,0001 -,0000 00024
-,0_ Ib*2_ ,4393 ,0.995 *0157 -,0006 ,0013 ,0051
-,03 12,_0 05176 ,07-_4 00220 -,00Cg ,0003 *0070
-.02- l_*.b3 ,5997 ,I116 ,0310 ,0002 -,0006" ,0061
-,IJ6 o12 0_b41 ,0138 ,_0_ O ,L'O06 -,0001 -,0002
I 5q RI'N 3CTEST
_TA ALPHA CL CD CM CPM- CYM C.Y
"'b_ ,]2- *065q *.01"3(' ,O08B ,0002 --,0001 *0009
, -,0_ -D,73 -,ib2B 003_ -,OCB5 -,OON5 00002 ,0015
-,O_ -S,7_ -,08q6 ,0230 ,O01q ,0000 ,0002 ,0011
-,O?. -1.77 -,00_4 .0163 ,0071 ,0007. 00004 ,0005
-,_o ,l_ ,0088 ,013_ ,0090 ,0006 -,0000 ,0010
! -,06 2.20 ,1489 ,0148 .00_ ,0006 -,0002 ,0C12
-_O5 4,26 ,2213 .Olq_ ,OlOl ,0003 -00003 ,0071
! -,05 6,25 ,2925 ,0272 ,0131 ,.0C07 -,0001 ,0027
I -,04 8,30 ,_716 ,0'408 ,0127 .0011 .0001 ._023
-,O_ 10,25 ,4395 ,0566 ,01.79 ,0002 ,0013 ,.0057
-,03 12,3.7 ,512g .0781 ,02_6 -,0002 ,0006 ,0056
-,02 1_,64 ,bO.13 ,1132 ,0337 ,0007 -,0011 ,0064
1 -,06 ,15 ,072B ,0138 ,0102 -,0003 -,0001 ,Oil3
TfST _9 _UN 31
}
_:,:-. _E,IA ALPHA CL C0 CM CRM CYM CY
_" _,qb ,Cg ,0648 ,0136 ,00@i ,OOlq ,0014 -,0170
_._3 -b._O -,Ib13 ,032q -,OOq? ,00_8 -,O00b -.0712
.... _ _.q2 -3,_I -.0853 ,C225 -,C009 ,(03B -,0007 -.Ole2
I" _.gz -i,79 -,0060 .01_0 ,0054 ,0025 ,0001 -,01_q
i _,90 ,15 .06g2 ,G136 ,0088 ,0021 ,0014 -.0171
_.88 Z.18 ,l_b2 ,01_6 .0096 -,001? ,0013 -.0160
_,86 4,Zl ,21ql .01_6 ,0112 -,0038 ,0011 -,0167
_,_3 h,?_ 02950 ,0270 ;01_1 -00051 ,OOle -,O]7B
4,_0 8,32 ,3712 .O3q6 ,U153 -°0078 ,0016 -,02f&
4,7& I0._7 044]9 .05_:9 ,&188 -,C,OgO ,001_ -,0148
_,71 IZ._ ,52_g ,08_3 ,0265 -,COg6 ,0001 -,OlOq
4.65 14.t3 .5105 .IIP3 ,0377 -.0116 -,O00P -,0916• 4.90 ,11 ,0686 ,0136 ,OOZE ,0021 ,0019 -,0177
TEST 5_ _UN 32
'_. BETA ALPHA CL CD CM CkM CYM CY
Y
-_,.03 ,_0 .0666 ,0140 ,O06P -,0010 -.0011 ,0159
,' ._ -5,09 -5,71 -,1515 ,0329 -,0107 -,0C49 ,0008 ,0_16
_' -5,u8 -3,?6 -,085g ,022_ -,0015 -,OC_ ,o00g 00177
-5,U5 -I.72 -,0075 ,01_I ,0046 -,0015 ,0007 ,0156
-9,03 0|8 0C6_2 ,0138 ,0070 -,OOCg -,00]0 ,0157
-_,uO 2,2b ,i_69 ,Ol_l ,t)O_8 ,0017 -,OOl_ .Ol_
-_,9b _._b ,217& ,0192 ,0107 ,003_ -,0013 ,0165
'_ -_,g2 f,?_ .2gV6 00276 ,0121 ,005& -.0011 ,0177
" -_,_ _,37 ,30_? ,0401 ,01_0 ,OC?C *,0007 ,C}}_?• -4._2 ]u,32 .438b ,OSf_ ,OlF? ,OOg3 -,0012 ,0155
-4,7b 1_.&, ,_206 ,OB20 ,0239 ,O[)_q -,0005 .O]&|
-5,03 .17 ,0660 .Cl3q ,0073 -,0C12 -,0011 ,0157
TAI_I,F S-2.- CONCLUDI,:D. ":
N_SA I ANG[FY 7 Y 10 HIGH SPFFD TUNNF[
1t;,1 ._0 RVN 33
,_t I A ALPHA C| C0 CI_ C_M CYM CY
-'..J3 ,_.v .("713 .01 _ 3 ,G0_'6 -, 0C02 -, NO0* ,0] I-,2
-').09 -_".t.9 -.1583 .0332 -,00gq -.o03q .0011 .OPO?
-5.08 -3,76 -,0632 .0226 -.0016 -,0025 ,00_3 ,0171
-'..0; -3.71 -.0095 .0163 .006_ -.000_ ,0005 ,01_0
-'!.'b3 .ZO .07! I .0161 .0070 -.0005 -.0006 .0] I..0
-:.._;0 ?. 30 • l bS? .{'It6 .C 076 .06P6 -.0007 .013_
-_. _b _. 29 •2_ 36 •02CI .009_, .00_9 -.0008 .01 b2
-_..')2 6.3-_ .?qT_ .07_6 .OIIO .0C61 -.0006 .0158
"6.e _ _._I ,375_ o0_15 ,0161 ,0077 -,0002 .0171
-6._? 1_.36 .6_.(.I .058N .0166 .Olh_ -.0005 .0160
-',.7_, 12.[i .5278 ,0.q36 .0775 .OIOl ,0002 ,0]?o
-.w.o,) I_,_2 ,_?Tb ,12._4 .0BBP ,0C74 ,0007 ,0C7o
-),03 ,_'_ .07Zg ,0|47 ,00('6 -.0003 -.0006 .014b
TLST ','_ RL.N 34
,6IA ALPHA CL CD CM C_M CYM CY
_._ .10 ,00_ .0137 .0083 .0015 .b007 -,01_5
_,9_ -_._I -.Ib_2 ,0337 -.0gqb .00&5 -,O00q -,0_9_
*._2 -3.h& -.0868 .0230 -.0003 .0033 -.0011 -.01bO
_.9Z -I._i -.CUb_ .0164 .0054 ,0020 -,0005 -,0]&9
G,g0 .1& ,O722 .5139 ,0087 ,0017 ,000Q -,0147
&.68 2.18 ,]510 .0151 ,0092 -,001t ,0008 -,O]3g
_._F _.20 .2222 .Olq_ .0101 -.OC&2 .00C6 -.0]3_
4.93 o.Z_ .2984 .027_ .011_ -.0055 .OOl_ -.015_
_._0 _._0 .3_ql .03q_ .0138 -.0078 .0013 -.01_3
_.Tb 10.26 ._&37 .C57_ .0169 -.C089 .0010 -.0125
_.71 12.39 .5247 .0836 ,02&5 -.0097 -,0003 -,OOqO
_.O& l_.b3 .bib5 .11q5 .03(9 -.0122 -,0013 ,007]
W,90 .08 .UOql .0139 .0080 .0016 .0008 -,0146
• TEST b9 _UN 3_
:.
_EIA ALPHA CL C_ C_ CQM CYM CY
_" -.u8 -.0_ .030? .0040 -.0022 -.0006 .003_ .0(._I
.+ -._ .v9 .o677 .0137 .3086 .0005 .0001 .0016
-.iO -.'._i -.ibbB .03_0 -.00h7 -.000_ .0005 .0¢19
-. - 09 -3.e,6 -.000? .0231 .0021 .0003 .000_ .0020
- Og -I.F9 -.ooq3 .()165 .O076 .0_05 ,000& .001_
OH .Uq .06_7 .(.137 .0OF? .000o .000] .0C17
- V7 2.14 .]bSO .C148 .0077 .O00B .0000 .OCI_
- _7 &.16 .?23_ .Olq_ .O0ql .0008 .0000 .0023
. -Ot _.1_ ,?q68 .0274 .OlOq .000s .00C] .NC30
- J5 _.Z_ .3765 .e_c7 .O171 .0012 .0005 .0031
- ()_ JO.Ib .4419 ,05_ ,0_4 -,f001 .0019 .0075
- J5 I?,?o o_190 .07_6 ,C_I ,CCQ_ ,000_ .007_
- b3 l_.fq .(_77 .I14} .0328 .C017 -.0006 .O05&
- u: .Ob ._677 .01_8 .0G_7 .0C07 .0001 .0017
i_ Tt5 T _; UL!N 3q
:" I(LTA ALPHA C[ CO CM CP_ CYM CY
-.07 ,l? .0670 .CI&8 .00q6 .0005 -.0001 .OO15
'.77 -.170_ .C_55 -.0066 -.0004 o0001 .0C20
I)' -._ -3._2 -.Oqi2 .0261 .0031 .0001 .0002 .OCIO
-.u7 -I,7_ -.0098 .0173 .00_6 .C00_ .0002 .0016
-.07 .13 .06D6 .O]4o ,0003 .0CO& .0000 .OOlf_
-.Jc ;',_ .}t_b .(l(q .0086 .OCO_ -.00C? .0073
-...9 _.IP .22_ .O?l_ .00_ .O00F -.000] .0C76
• -..,_ h.2_ ,3717 .(:6D? .0149 .OOl? .0004 .00?0
I -.J6 IG,22 ._t _ .C69q .0175 .ocnt ,0010
-.06 i_,34 ,5320 ,Oq?l .C2_? -.00OO ,0017 ,C]_)0
".<:? 16,(7 ,6373 .13fl .t)365 .000( -,000| ,OC?_
-, 7 ,13 ,O?q_ .('1[2 ,00Pq .00C5 -.0000 .0C23
,,,,'_,,k_i,,';',
•,__,<'_:,,_..... .,.
.,_ ';" ,,.,}_, ,""
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